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Spellings

Can you learn to spell all these words?

different
exercise
regular

complete
remember
sentence
separate
special
thought
weight

Your task is to learn them over this half term, 
until the Easter holiday. Aim to learn as many as 

possible.

You need to also keep on learning your previous 
tricky words too!



Maths

Your maths challenge for this half term is to learn the 7, 8, 9, 
11 and 12 times tables and division facts off by heart. This time, 
try and answer within 6 seconds. In June, Y4 will be completing 
the Government’s pilot times tables check so it’s important that 

they are quick to recall the facts that they know, but also 
learning the ones they are less confident with.

You also need to be going on Mathletics to help you in other 
areas of maths. Can you challenge yourself to go on every school 

day?

Reading

Can you practise reading every day?

Can you answer these questions with an adult about the book 
you are reading?

***examples of questions****

What question would you ask the main character?

What do you think will happen next

What has been the most exciting and interesting part for you 
and why?

Please also fill in the work pages of your reading records!



Topic Homework

Dear Rowan Class,

My name is Molly the tooth fairy! I am writing to you to 
ask you about how to look after your teeth. Every day, I 
get children writing to me asking about the best ways to 
look after their teeth and I was wondering if you could 
help?

I need a leaflet or a poster explaining how to look after 
your teeth, for example, the best foods and drinks to 
have and how long you should brush them for. Of course, 
it would be really interesting to include some fun facts 
about teeth too!

I hope you can help me! There will be some prizes for the 
best ones!

From, Molly J

During our topic lessons this half term, we will be learning all 
about the teeth and mouth and how to properly look after them.

Can you help Molly create a leaflet or a poster all about how to 
take care of your teeth?

Due in on Friday March 29th at the latest, as Molly needs to 
look through all of them before we break up for Easter!


